ABSTRACT
Chronic pain is pain that persists past the expected time of healing. Unlike acute pain, chronic pain is often no longer a sign of damage and may never disappear. Remaining physically active is very important for people with chronic pain, but in the presence of such persistent pain it can be hard to maintain a good level of physical activity due to factors such as fear of pain or re-injury. This work demonstrates how sound feedback can be used to address some of the specific barriers to physical activity faced by people with CP. Using the Go-with-the-flow framework, sonifications are informed by physiotherapist and people with CP to help address the psychological needs and to help support movement and breathing during physical activity.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Chronic pain (CP) is a condition which affects 7.8 million people in the UK costing the national health service about 12 billion pounds per annum [9]. CP is a persistent pain that remains after the expected time of healing [10] and results from changes in the nervous system that lead to pain amplification. Clinical resources cannot meet demand and many people do not get the help they need. Psychological factors such as fear and anxiety about activity exacerbating pain or damage restrict lives [11]. While technology has been used to monitor activity, it lacks the necessary psychological support. Technology modeled on other conditions such as stroke has also been developed for CP rehabilitation but ignores psychological factors particular to CP.

2. FRAMEWORK AND IMPLEMENTATION
In this work, we present and evaluate a new sonification framework called Go-with-the-flow for CP rehabilitation [8, 7, 5]. The framework has been informed by studies with physiotherapists and people with CP and implemented through an app to track and give feedback on movement. The evaluation aimed to understand how the sonification of movement based on the Go-with-the-flow framework [7] facilitates both physical exercise and everyday functioning in people with CP. In addition the use of wearable respiration sensors, shown in Figure 1, for breathing sonification.

Figure 1: T-shirt based respiration sensors allow breathing to be tracked and a two note sonification is used to highlight the rhythm of a persons breathing, one note played on inhale and another on exhale [4]

The framework proposes articulation of user-defined sonified exercise spaces (SEs) tailored to psychological needs in relation to perceived physical capabilities. The system was implemented using an android-based smartphone, and the gyroscopes within the phone were used to measure movement. The SES was calibrated by the individual and divided into segments, as the individual movement through each segment the next note/chord in the sonification is triggered, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: An exercise space is calibrated using a neutral position, comfortable amount of stretch and a maximum target stretch [4]
The sonification was designed to address factors that emerged from the qualitative studies with people with chronic pain and physiotherapists:

Skills acquisition to take control of physical rehabilitation: Anchor points are calibrated through exploring a person’s own body movement. To set an anchor point, the person performs a movement to the specific point and then stores it. The calibration phase is a body exploration phase, as done by physiotherapists. The app can be recalibrated any time, as needed, to address change in capability even for the same individual. Self-calibration can help people to discover physical capabilities and psychological needs, tailor activity to physical and psychological resources and gradually build capabilities.

Increase awareness of body movement to increase confidence in doing feared exercises: Sound is used to define an exercise space characterised by anchor points. These anchor points give information about body position with respect to the movement being executed and can be used by people to set targets. The feedback is designed to shift focus to an external pleasurable representation of the body as it moves rather than pain or feared movement.

Increase perceived value in moving to increase self-efficacy and reward: Sonification steps (e.g., distance between two notes) are calibrated to the psychological and physical capability of the person to do a movement. This ensures that even when people have restricted physical capability, small movements are still rewarded and they are motivated to continue the movement.

Increase awareness of protective movement: Protective behaviour may indicate increased anxiety towards the movement being performed or automaticity reached over time. Alterations to the sonification are implemented when the sensor detects protective behaviours. For example, adoption of an asymmetric position to avoid using a stiff or painful body part, alters the sound feedback to only play in one ear.

Promote progress and avoid over-activity: Overdoing can be an issue for people with CP that expect or desire normal mobility and especially on days of low pain will go too far, leading to setbacks. By using harmonic structures within the sound feedback, the sonification could be concluded musically and people can be invited to conclude their movement implicitly using peoples embodied relationship with music [2]. Conversely by using musical tension people can be persuaded to continue movement, allowing people to pass preconceived boundaries.

Focus on breathing and pacing: through peoples understanding of rhythm and their ability to synchronise their motor behaviours to it [6] [3] and the use of breathing sonification designed to highlight the rhythm of one’s breathing, the rate of respiration can be manipulated [4]. For example to promote relaxation or to set the pacing of movement.

The app and framework were evaluated through a control study (n=15), a focus group (n=5), observation of people with CP using the device at home (n=8) and a 2-week-use of the device by people with CP (n=4). A further two control studies were conducted to evaluate how musical structure could be added to modify movement (n=17, n = 32).

3. RESULTS

Our studies indicated that sound feedback increased self-efficacy and confidence. Using their own body as a tool to set fine-grained goals/targets and tailoring feedback to self-calibrated psychological and physical capability and rewarding even small movements increased self-efficacy and perceived value of movement. It was also found that by using the idea of harmonic stability, people would be promoted to stop by a musically concluded sonification and would continue to move in a musical unresolved one. The evaluation showed that people reported increased perceived efficacy, control, motivation and pleasure in carrying out feared exercises when using the app. The results of the evaluation can be found in [7, 5]. People found that the sonification framework tailored to specific psychological and physical needs increased self-efficacy, performance, and motivation.
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